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Abstract—Symbiotic computing services require big data
from a huge number of sensor devices in order to detect
the real-world, so a distributed database system which can
handle the big data is required for symbiotic computing
system. In this paper, we propose a scalable structured p2p
network which supports data aggregation. In the proposed
p2p network, each node forwards partial statistical results
to other nodes, and each node aggregates partial statistical
results in order to calculate a complete statistical result. In the
proposed p2p network, the data aggregation process does not
need any specific protocols, so the communication cost of the
extension mechanism is very low. We simulated the proposed
p2p network by using a p2p network simulator. The simulation
results indicate that the proposed data aggregation mechanism
is effective enough.
Keywords-peer-to-peer; structured overlay; structured p2p;
data aggregation;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Symbiotic computing services are information services
based on the real-world situation[1]. In order to provide symbiotic computing services, a database management system
which can handle data from sensor devices is required for detecting the real-world situation. Especially, data aggregation
mechanism is necessary for providing effective symbiotic
computing services. However, the size of the sensor data is
more than peta bytes, which is called Big Data. It is difficult
to handle these data by using only one computer, so we need
a distributed database management system which supports
not only data management but also data aggregation.
In this paper, we propose a structured p2p network
which supports data aggregation. The proposed p2p network achieves a scalable object management by using onedimension ID space in the same way as Chord#[2]. In
addition, our p2p network has a scalable data aggregation
mechanism whose communication cost is O(log N ), where
N is the number of nodes. The proposed aggregation mechanism can calculate statistical results such as summation,

average, maximal-value or minimal-value. Therefore, the
proposed p2p network can analyze big data from sensor
devices statistically, so this p2p network is usable as a
database management system of symbiotic computing services for detecting the real-world. By using the proposed p2p
network as a database management system, we can develop
a symbiotic computing system which can handle big data
from a huge number of sensor devices.
A basic concept of data aggregation is that each node
forwards partial statistical results to other nodes, and each
node aggregates partial statistical results in order to calculate
a complete statistical result. The partial statistical results are
forwarded as a part of maintenance messages which are sent
by each node at a network maintenance process, and each
node obtains the partial statistical results as a part of search
messages. Thus, the proposed p2p network does not need
any extra protocols for data aggregation. After a node obtains
partial statistical results, the node calculates a complete
statistical result by aggregating the partial statistical results.
The complete statistical result is calculated from partial
statistical results which are forwarded by several nodes.
So, there is a time lag between data updating and data
aggregation. Therefore, the proposed data aggregation is not
completely accurate. Especially, when the p2p network is
unstable, the proposed data aggregation tends to be inaccurate. However, we believe that the complete statistical result
calculated by proposed data aggregation is effective enough
and we can use the proposed p2p network as database
management system of symbiotic computing services.
In this paper, we describe a structure of the proposed p2p
network. And, we explain an algorithm of data aggregation.
This paper presents a description about forwarding partial
statistical results as a part of maintenance messages and calculating a complete statistical result from forwarded partial
statistical results. Through simulation results, we also show
that the proposed p2p network achieves an effective data

aggregation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a description of related works and clarifies
the issues. Section 3 proposes the structured p2p network
supporting data aggregation. Section 4 describes evaluation
through simulation results. Finally, section 5 presents a
summary of our conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Cooperation between information provider and sensor
devices is important for providing symbiotic computing
services. Thus, a database management system is required
for managing and aggregating data from sensor devices.
However, the size of the sensor data is more than peta bytes.
Therefore, in order to provide effective symbiotic computing
service, a distributed database management system which
supports data aggregation is required.
Distributed database management systems have been developed for a long time. Recently, BigTable which is a
distributed database management system was proposed[3].
In addition, MapReduce which is a data aggregation mechanism was also proposed[4]. These systems can handle big
data and achieve data aggregation. However, these proposed
systems assume that computers in the systems are connected
by specific high-speed network. Thus, when we start these
systems, we must configure complex settings such as server
settings or network settings.
On the other hand, structured p2p networks do not require
complex settings usually. Recent years, a lot of structured p2p networks have been proposed. CAN[5], Chord[6],
Pastry[7] and Tapestry[8] are structured p2p networks which
are called Distributed Hash Table (DHT). DHT is a scalable
p2p network, and can handle big data. However, DHT
supports only exact search. Therefore, it is hard to use DHT
as database management system of symbiotic computing
services.
SkipGraph[9] and Chord#[2] are structured p2p networks
which supports range queries. These p2p networks are
also scalable p2p networks which can handle big data. In
addition, these p2p networks enable range search and prefix
search. We think that these p2p networks are usable as a
database management system of a web service. However,
these networks do not support data aggregation, so these p2p
networks are not usable as a database management system
of a symbiotic computing service.
Estimating the summation of the number of nodes is
required for efficient dynamic load balancing. So, some data
aggregation mechanisms for estimating the size of the p2p
networks were proposed[10], [11]. In these structured p2p
networks, each node obtains information from other nodes
which are chosen at random, and calculates the size of
the p2p network by aggregating the information. However
these data aggregations calculate the network size by using
partial data from several nodes which are chosen at random.
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ID Space of the Proposed P2P Network

Therefore, these mechanisms can not calculate a complete
statistical result by aggregating information from all nodes
in the p2p network.
In our proposed p2p network, each node can obtain
partial statistical results which are enough to calculate a
complete statistical result. This means that the proposed p2p
network can calculate a statistical result of big data from
sensor devices. Therefore, our proposed p2p network is more
suitable for a database management system for symbiotic
computing service than existing proposals.
III. P ROPOSAL : S TRUCTURED P2P N ETWORK WITH
AGGREGATION M ECHASNISM
A. Overview of the Proposed P2P Network
We propose a structured p2p network which supports data
aggregation. Basically, the structure of the proposed p2p
network is as same as Chord#[2]. Fig.1 shows the ID space
of the proposed p2p network. The proposed p2p network
uses one-dimension ID space, where all nodes and all objects
are located on. ID space is a circle that is indexed [0,
IDmax ) linearly, where IDmax is a huge number such as
2256 . Connections among nodes are decided by the node
locations on the ID space. And, object assignments to nodes
are decided by the object locations on the ID space.
Each node’s location on the ID space is decided when the
node joins to a p2p network. After the node joins to the p2p
network, the node makes connections to both the clockwise
closest node and the counterclockwise closest node. The
clockwise closest node is called “successor” node, and the
counterclockwise closest node is called “predecessor” node.
For example, in fig.1, a successor node of node N1 is node
N2, and a predecessor node of node N1 is node N8. In
addition, each node makes connections to the 2i th clockwise
nodes. Because of these connections, the proposed p2p
network achieves not only scalable object search but also
scalable data aggregation.
Each object’s location is decided by the object’s key
such as name, type or meta-information. For example, if
objects are sensor data, the keys would be decided by the

sensor device IDs or the sensor device locations. Each node
manages objects which are located between the node and
the successor node. For example, in fig.1, node N1 manages
object K1 and K2 because object K1 and K2 are located
between node N1 and a successor node of node N1.
When a node joins to a p2p network, the node makes
connections to both its successor node and its predecessor
node, and the node receives objects which are located
between the node and the node’s successor. When a node
leaves from a p2p network, the node sends message to both
its successor and its predecessor, and the node sends objects
to its predecessor node.
In the proposed p2p network, object locations are decided
by the object’s key, so the object locations are not uniform.
Therefore, in order to distribute objects and messages uniformly, dynamic load balancing mechanism is required. In
our proposed p2p network, we can decide node’s locations
freely, so we believe that we can add a load balancing
mechanism to the proposed p2p network by using existing
dynamic load balancing algorithms which are used in an
existing structured p2p network such as Mercury[12] or
Waon[13].
In our proposed p2p network, basic procedures, which are
a joining process, a leaving process and a search process,
are same as Chord#. However, data aggregation procedure
is novel. There is no structured p2p network which supports
data aggregation. The proposed data aggregation procedure
contains 2 steps: each node forwards partial statistical results
to other nodes at a network maintenance process, and a node
obtains the partial statistical results in order to calculate a
complete statistical result. We explain about data aggregation
procedure in the following sections.
B. Forwarding Partial Statistical Results
In the proposed p2p network, each node has following
attributes for data aggregation.
node := < objects, successor, routes >
successor := node
objects := {object0 , object1 , object2 , · · ·}
routes
objecti

:= {route0 , route1 , route2 , · · ·}
:= < key, value >

routei
statistic

:= < node, statistic >
:= < a list of target statistical data >

In this definition, successor represents the node’s successor,
objects represents objects assigned to the node, routes represents communicating nodes and statistic denotes a partial
statistical data.
Fig.2 shows a procedure of forwarding partial statistical
results. At first, each node creates a list of target statistical
data which is based on objects assigned to the node (at line:

01: // update routing table and forward statistical results
02: n.update ( ) {
03: statistic = < a list of target statistical data >;
04: node = n.successor;
05: c distance = distance(node);
06: p distance = 0;
07:
08: for (i = 0; p distance < c distance; i = i + 1) {
09:
n.routes[i].statistic = statistic;
10:
n.routes[i].node = node;
11:
statistic =
aggregate(statistic, node.routes[i].statistic);
12:
node = node.routes[i].node;
13:
p distance = c distance;
14:
c distance = distance(node);
15: }
16: }
Figure 2.

Pseudo-code of Forwarding Partial Statistical Results

03). These statistical data means a statistical result of objects
which are located between the node and the successor node.
Then, the node starts network maintenance process. In the
network maintenance process, each node sends maintenance
request messages to nodes which the node communicates
with, and receives maintenance response messages from
the communicating nodes. In the proposed p2p network, a
maintenance response message contains a partial statistical
data of sender node, so each node gets new statistical
data during maintenance process. After the node gets new
statistical data from its successor node, the node aggregates
the node’s own statistical data and the successor’s statistical
data (at line: 11). The aggregated statistical data means a
statistical result of objects which are located between the
node and the 2nd clockwise node. In the same way, each
node gets new statistical data from 2i th clockwise nodes.
And the node aggregates these statistical data. As this result,
each node has partial statistical results of objects which are
located between the node and 2i th clockwise nodes. Each
node remembers the partial statistical results as route node’s
attribute.
Our proposal does not need any specific protocols, so a
requirement for forwarding partial statistical results is only
extension of maintenance response messages. Because our
proposal does not require new messages to forward partial
statistical results, the communication cost of the proposed
procedure is very low. In addition, it is easy to apply the
proposed forwarding procedure to existing structured p2p
networks.

01: // get a statistical result between node.id and id
02: n.calculate ( id ) {
03: if ( n.isResponsible(id) ) {
04:
ret.node = n;
05:
ret.statistic =
< a statistical result of assigned objects >;
06:
return ret;
07: }
08:
09: forward = n.routes[0];
10:
11: for (i = 1; i < count(n.routes); i = i + 1) {
12:
if ( distance(n.routes[i].id) < distance(id) ) {
13:
route = n.routes[i];
14:
}
15: }
16:
17: result = route.node.calculate(id);
18: ret.node = result.node;
19: ret.statistic =
aggregate(route.statistic, ret.statistic);
20: return ret;
21: }
Figure 3.

Pseudo-code of Calculating a Complete Statistical Result

C. Calculating a Complete Statistical Result
In the proposed p2p network, each node has partial
statistical results of objects which are located between the
node and the 2i th clockwise nodes. In order to calculate a
complete statistical result, a node obtains partial statistical
results which are required for the calculation. This procedure
is similar to a search procedure of existing structured p2p
networks.
Fig.3 shows a procedure of calculating a complete statistical result. A function calculate obtains partial statistical
results from other nodes, and calculates a complete statistical
result of objects which are located between the node’s ID
and the specified id. At first, a node checks if the specified
id is in a responsible range of the node (at line: 03). If the
id is in a responsible range of the node, the node returns a
complete statistical result immediately (at line: 04-06). If the
id is not in the responsible range, the node sends a search
request message to a forward node which is decided by a
routing table of the node (at line: 11-15). The forward node
which has received a search request message returns a search
response message which contains a partial statistical result
of objects which are located between the forward nodes’
ID and the specified id (at line: 17). The node, which has
received a search response message, aggregates a partial
statistical result owned by the node and a partial statistical
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result received from the forward node (at line: 19). As this
result, the node gets a complete statistical result of objects
which are located between the node’s ID and the specified
id.
The procedure of calculating a complete statistical result
is logically same as a procedure of searching an object in
structured p2p networks. Thus, the communication cost of
calculating a complete statistical result is O(log N ), where
N is the number of nodes. This means that the proposed data
aggregation is scalable. In addition, it is easy to add the
proposed calculating procedure to existing structured p2p
networks because the requirement is only extension of a
search message.
IV. S IMULATION E VALUATION
A. Implementation of Simulator
We implemented a p2p network simulator in order to
evaluate our proposal. The simulator is implemented by
using Java, and the number of the code line is about 20,000.
In this simulator, each node is implemented as objects
which perform a joining process, a leaving process or a
network maintenance process independently and mutually
communicate at every step. Packet loss and latency are not
simulated in this simulation.
Fig.4 shows a activity of a node in the p2p network simulator. At first, all nodes which are out of the p2p network
perform joining process. Then, each node performs a leaving
process with probability p which means a churn parameter,
otherwise the node performs a network maintenance process.
Fig.5 portrays some objects used in the simulation. This
simulation assumes that shared objects in the p2p network
are files in a UNIX operating system. Consequently, in this
simulation, nodes share some files of FreeBSD 8.0, which
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is a UNIX operating system. This simulation assumes that
shared objects are pointers such as URLs, so a node requires
only a message when the node transfers an object to another
node. The shared objects are put on ID space based on the
file paths.
We simulated the proposed structured p2p network by
using a simulator described above. In this simulation, the
number of nodes is 4,000, and the number of objects is
40,000. We simulated the p2p network at 2-type conditions:
one is a stable condition where parameter p is 0.0, another
is an unstable condition where parameter p is 0.1. Through
the simulation results, we evaluate accuracy of the proposed
data aggregation mechanism.
B. Evaluation of Accuracy
Fig.6 shows the summation of the number of objects
which is calculated with the proposed data aggregation
mechanism by three nodes which are chosen at random.
In this simulation, the number of objects is 40,000, and
the p2p network condition is stable. Fig.6 indicates that the
chosen nodes calculated that the summation of the number
of objects is 40,000. This means that the proposed data
aggregation mechanism is accurate when the p2p network
is stable.
Fig.7 shows the summation of the number of objects
which is calculated with the proposed data aggregation
mechanism by three nodes which are chosen at random. In
this simulation, the number of objects is 40,000, and the
p2p network condition is unstable. Fig.7 indicates that the
chosen nodes calculated that the summation of the number
of objects is about 37,300. In this simulation, the calculated
summation is a little different from the actual summation
of the number of objects. This means that a process of
forwarding partial statistical results is unstable because some
nodes perform a joining process or a leaving process while
partial statistical results are forwarded. This simulation result
indicates that the proposed data aggregation mechanism is
not so accurate when the p2p network is unstable. But the
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statistical result is close to actual value, so it is possible to
use the proposed p2p network as a database management
system of symbiotic computing service.
V. C ONCLUSION
Symbiotic computing services require big data from sensor devices in order to detect the real-world, so a distributed
database system is required for symbiotic computing system
to manage the big data. Existing distributed database systems
assume that computers are connected by a dedicated highspeed network, so existing systems need complex settings.
In this paper, we proposed a structured p2p network which
supports data aggregation. In the proposed p2p network,
each node forwards partial statistical results to other nodes,
and each node aggregates partial statistical results in order to
calculate a complete statistical result. The data aggregation
process does not need any specific protocols, so it is easy to
apply the proposed data aggregation to existing structured
p2p network. We simulated the proposed p2p network by
using a p2p network simulator, and the simulation results
indicate that the proposed data aggregation mechanism is
accurate when the p2p network is stable. In addition, simulation results show that the proposed mechanism calculates a
value which is close to actual value even if the p2p network
is unstable.
We think that the proposed data aggregation mechanism
gives many advantages to structured p2p networks. In the
future, we will make a symbiotic computing service by using
the proposed p2p network. In addition, we are going to
develop more efficient load balancing algorithm with the
proposed data aggregation mechanism.
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